THE ARMY ACTION CENTER
The Army action center, the Museum’s virtual reality and motion theater experience, offers a variety of paid experiences for adventure and futuristic fun. Managed by the Army Historical Foundation, tickets are available for purchase on-site or online.

MUSEUM STORE
Shop the store for army-exposed products or to commemorate your visit. Visit our site or call 800.506.2672. For more information, please visit https://shop.armyhistory.org.

THE MUSEUM IS A TOBACCO-FREE CAMPUS
Smoking and tobacco use of any kind—cigarettes, cigars, e-cigarettes, vaping devices and smokeless tobacco products—are strictly prohibited within the Museum and on the Museum grounds.
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FIRST FLOOR

DID YOU KNOW

The Soldiers’ Stories Gallery consists of freestanding pylons each with an etched image of a Soldier’s face and accompanying biographical information which offer personal accounts of ordinary men and women from all historic periods.
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MUSEUM STORE
ARMY AND SOCIETY
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CENTER
SPECIAL EXHIBITION GALLERY
SOLDIERS’ STORIES GALLERY
CAMPAIGN WALL

SECOND FLOOR

DID YOU KNOW

Audio tours are available in several languages and highlight close to 100 artifacts! Stop by the Welcome Desk to learn more.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CENTER
An engaging learning space for visitors of all ages to have fun developing STEM skills—Geography, Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION GALLERY
This gallery hosts rotating and traveling exhibits. See the Welcome Desk or a Volunteer for information about the current display.

SOLDIERS’ STORIES GALLERY
This multi-functional special event space is available for daytime or evening events and is perfect for your reunion, luncheon, dinner or reception.

MEDAL OF HONOR EXPERIENCE AND GARDEN
The Medal of Honor Experience and Garden invites visitors to explore the story of the Medal of Honor and learn about the award recommendation process. The adjacent Medal of Honor Garden identifies and honors Army recipients of the nation’s highest award for valor.

MEDAL OF HONOR EXPERIENCE

VETERANS’ HALL

THIRD FLOOR

DID YOU KNOW

Audio tours are available in several languages and highlight close to 100 artifacts! Stop by the Welcome Desk to learn more.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CENTER
An engaging learning space for visitors of all ages to have fun developing STEM skills—Geography, Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION GALLERY
This gallery hosts rotating and traveling exhibits. See the Welcome Desk or a Volunteer for information about the current display.

SOLDIERS’ STORIES GALLERY
This multi-functional special event space is available for daytime or evening events and is perfect for your reunion, luncheon, dinner or reception.

MEDAL OF HONOR EXPERIENCE AND GARDEN
The Medal of Honor Experience and Garden invites visitors to explore the story of the Medal of Honor and learn about the award recommendation process. The adjacent Medal of Honor Garden identifies and honors Army recipients of the nation’s highest award for valor.